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OnMonday, Nov. 15,
at 5:00 PM, Juanita
Tyler, mother of im
prisoned Gary Tyler
will be speaking in the
WEE
C o n fe r e n c e
Room to build support

Her
for her son.
Chicago area tour is
being sponsored by
the Student Coalition
Racism
Agai nst
was
(SCAR). She
originally scheduled

to speak here in early
October,
however,
that tour was post
poned
to
mid
November.
Chicago
SCAR members will
be on campus on Nov.

:

15 to publicize interest
in activities that they
have been involved
with on a national
level.
Gary Tyler is an 18
year old Black youth.

He has spent his last
two years in jail for a
murder he did not
commit. After his con
viction, at age 17, he
was sent to Death
Row at one of the worSee page17
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CHIL
Full
time, part-time and
drop-in programs for
children ages 3 to 1 2
are offered by the
child care center of
State
Governors
University.
The child care cen
ter is open Monday
through Friday 8 a.m.
to5:30p.m.
Full-time rates for
children per week in-

CARE CENTER ALIVE
elude
lunch
and
The GSU Child Care
snacks and are $20 center parent-involve
where gross total in ment policy:
come is under $7,000,
com"O p e n
$25 for $7,ooo-$14,000, munication
between
and
$30
for over parent and the center
$14,000.
is
essential
in
Part-time weekly
rates include lunch
and snacks and are
$13, $16, and $ 20.
Drop-in rate in
cludes snacks and is
75 cents an hour.

A- 1 - B-2 Proton Street
from Stzsafran''
''

(CPS)-A 19-year-old
man in Bay City,
Michigan was found a
long way from his
home,
a l leg e d
Stasafran, a planet he
said was located off
route Earth, north of
the orange
Milky
Way.
p o li c e
The
questioned the man
who was sleeping in a
motel doorway, who
claimed to be fleeing
nuclear holocaust on
his home planet. The
man gave "A-1-B-2

Proton Street" as his
home address and of
fered as proof of his
identity the letters
"TS" tattooed on his
arm, standing for
"Travel Spaceman."
Travel Spaceman
spent the day in the
Bay County Jail drunk
tank and under fur
ther questioning said
the
"TS"
actually
stood for Terry Spen
cer. Captain Spencer
was
charged with
public intoxication
and held for trail.

(Black Intelligence )
\_ Part Thfee- Page �

providing
quality
child care.
"In
addition
to
regularly scheduled
meetings with paren
ts, an appointment
can easily be set up at

GSU ARCHIVES

(:,� UA �o

-

almost any time to get
together
for
discussion.
''Parents are in
vited to participate on
the child care advi
See page3
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Scholary Lecture Series Pre
sents the Female/M ale
Brain and the Synthesis

Co-operative cannibal
rne

cannibal, world's largest mosquito. Scientists at the
Univenity of Notre Dame hope the insect will help control
mosquitoes carrying encephalitis and other diseases. The can
nibal mosquitoes' larvae, or young, are placed in water
Meet

contairfing the larvae of other mosquitoes and-9ulp--the
cannibh'· enjoy a quick meal.

Art Because I Say So
Twenty- Two soiled and mounted and
diapers are hanging framed in neat rows.
Underneath each
on display at the In
dia

n
o
C
f
o
per is a list of what
s t i t u te
temporary Arts New the baby had to eat
Gallery. They are the and drink the day the
works of artist Mary work was produced.
Kelly and her 3-year "They are art because
old-son. The diapers I say so," Miss Kelly
c h e m i cctl l y said.
a re
treated, for hygiene,

of
T h e College
Human Learning and
of
Development
State
Governors
Universi ty is continuing its series of
scholarly lectures by
the faculty aimed at
presen ting a brief
discussion of their
research . These lec
tures are held once a
month and are open to
faculty, students, and
community .
The next lecture in
the HLD Master Lec
ture Series will be
delive red by Dr .
Hu g h es,
Helen
Professor
rsity
Unive
of Human Relations
Services, on Wed
nesday, November 10,
1976, at 2:30 p.m., in
Room C-3324 located
in the Colleg e of
Human Learn ing and
at
Development
te
a
t
S
s
r
o
n
r
e
v
o
G
topic
Un iversity . The
of Dr. Hughes' lecture
will be "Women's

�------�

To Each His Own
Eddie Collins, the
nudist candidate for
President, exposed
more than just his
platform in front of
the California state
Capital in Sacramento
and chalked up the
nth arrest of his
political career.

masculine brain. Dr.
Hughes will conclude
the lecture with a few
illustrating
sli des
women's paintings.
Dr.
Hughes
received her Ph.D.
from the University of
Chicago. She teaches
neuropsychology at
G o v er n o rs
State
University and is the
author of several ar
ticles on the subject.
in
Additional
formation on the HLD
Lecture Series can be
obtained from Dr.
Tulsi Saral, Assistant
Dean for CommUnity
and Student Mfairs in
the College of Human
Learning
and
by
Development
writing to him at
Governors
State
Dr. Hughes
Park
U n i v e r s i t y,
Forest South, Illinois
or
6 0 4 6 6,
by
idea
telephoning him at
ferences, and the
a s ( 312) 534-5000, Ext.
a ndro gyny
of
creative integration of 2395.
the fem i nine and

Creativity . " The talk
will broadly cover
topics such as sex dif
ferences in human
brain, the creative
process and sex dif

BILINGUAL

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
FOR
- BICULTURAL COMPETENCY
TEACHER EDUCATION

BASED

at

Standing naked
beside a fountain in
traffic circle, Collins
was interrupted by
state police officers
one minute and 36
seconds after stacking
his clothes on the
sidewalk and starting
his talk .

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY

College of Human Learning and Development

SCHOLARSHIP SCOPE:

Full tuition, required activity fees, required testing fees and
'
required parking fees at G.S.U .

TARGET GROUP:
- 30 Bilingual Upper Division UNDERGRADUATE

(3rd and 4th year only ) .
- 30 Bilingual GRADUATE Students

Students

REQUIREMENTS:

1 . Meet G.S.U. admission requirements .
2 . Possess fluency in English and Spanish or any other
language being utilized in the bilingual programs.
3. Current or planned involvement in the implementation of
bilingual programs.

APPLY

Fill out and return attached form to Dr. Vinicio H . Reyes .

DEADLINE:

Applications and official credentials should be filed by
November 24, 1976 for the Winter Trimester ( Jan-April 1977.

1,

Eligible candidates will be notified of the registration d� te .

. FORFURTHERINFORMATION

Dr. Vinicio H . Ryes, Director
Bilingual-Bicultural Education
Governors State University
Park Forest South, IL 60466
( 312) 534-5000, Ext. 2294, or 2354
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GSU
CHit
CARE
From Page l
visory board com
mittee, and to ac
company the children
on field trips.
"We at the center
want and welcome
com
two-way
munication.
"We hope parents
will feel free to get in
volved.
' ' Re m e m b e r- i t ' s
your center. ' '
To enroll a c!lild, or
if there are questions
about services, the
GSU Child Care cen
ter telephones are 5435980 and 534-5000,
X2141.

··'

Composer/author/educator Gerald Myrow, of Park
book
of his
new
presents copies
Forest,
"Notography" to Dean of Instructional Services
Richard J. Vorwerk for use in Governors State

DON'T ASK FOR
MONEY
SSAC had to revise
their budget when the
es tima ted revenue
was revised, $47,0 00
dollars had to be cut.
The revised budget is
as follows: Contingen
ISSC
$8 , 352,
cy
$30,000 , $18,000 for Ac
tivities , $5,000 for
tra nsporta tion , In
$ 2 2 , 00 0 ,
nova tor
Aids
Financial
$12,000 , $16,225 for
Clubs and Organiza
tions , $4, 500 Keith
Memorial
Smith
Founda t ion $ 1 , 000,
Wm . E. Engbretson
Sculpture Scholarship
$1,000, Student Travel
$ 1 5 , 500, Equipment
$2,5 00, $7,000 for CCS
Theater and Music
and -0- for Child
Development Center
and Health Center.
$ 1 4 5 , 077 .
Tota ling
Nine of these accounts
are still open Con
tingency, Transporta
tion, Innovator, Clubs
and Organizations ,
Personnel Services,
Contractua l , Com
Student
modi ties ,
and CCS
Tra vel ,
Theatre and Music .
Roughly $98,577 re
mains to be spent. If
your priorities are dif
ferent than those
budgeted for please
let it be known in
writing. Should we

spend so much for ac
tivities and travel or a
secretary for student
pap ers who doesn't
ex i s t ? Would you
rather keep the child
care center open ?
Doug Davis hoped
that we could keep the
Child Care Center go
ing. Mr. Davis stated,
"We need a change in
atti tude ,
m ore
response and less
negativism . " When
questioned on the cash
flow problem
he
responded , "I have
put a hold on expen
ditures except those
which we contracted
prior to Oct. 20th."
This is due to lack of
cash, SSAC received
$56,900 and it has
already been spent.
We are waiting for
reimbursement from
the Veterans and will
also be getting reim
bursed by ISSC. He
added ' ' I am letting
the Innovator run on a
defecit and am keep
ing the noon run of the
van operatio�al . Any
more than that would
be bad management."
History: Prior year
commitment to pay
$30,000 for tuitions,
due from students
u s u a l l y on I S S C
Scholarships. 1976 1977 budget approved
See pages

University's Learning Resources Center. Librarians
Mimi Kaplan, Adlean Harris, and Joseph Meredith, of
the Center, are named under "Acknowledgements"
for their help in connection with the work.

POSITIVE THINKING OR JUST ONE MORE TURKEY?
According to an Article in "Dollars and
Sense"
Qua rterly
magazine, "One of the
latest foul-ups at the
lackadaisical U . S .
Food and Drug Administration was an
employee being ordered by his superior
not to interfere with
the marketing of contaminated turkeys."
"The sick birds reportedl y
contai ned
residues of a cancer

Part Three

causing drugs ." One
lot of turkeys was con
sumed in the United
States and shipments
went to West Ger
many and Canada ."
Phillip Sheeler, arid
FDA consumer safety
officer, sa id that when
the problems was
detected in North
Carolina , the U . S.
Agriculture Depart
ment embargoed the
wrong
and
birds
released the con-

taminated lot Sheeler
said he was chastised
when he informed the
FDA's Bureau of
Foods, which could
have recalled the sick
turkeys . "It is an in
dividual decision as to
whether or not many
Americans will buy
turkey for the up
coming holidays, but
all should be well ad
vised to consider the
facts before making
future purchases .

.

IQs Under 130 Classif ied
Normally Mentally Retarded
by T. Mandel
If the so-called men
ta lly retarded in
cluded only those in
dividuals severly han
dicapped by their ap
parent lack of intellec
tual capabilitys there
would be no cause for
alarm . Most mental
health technicia ns are
adept at working with
the severely retarded
on the individual level
and If some i n
dividuals are not af
forded the training
and education they
Pagel

need, it is most likely organic-or that it is
they were not exposed non-organic ; that in
to what science has to telligence is a product
offer.
of the genes-or that it
Our concern is for is a product of the en
the normally mentally vironment ; they fail
retarded . An alarm to mention intuitive
must be sounded, over and synthetic in
the
s c i e n t i f i c telligence.
dis regard for in
Medical science has
telligence other than laid ground for these
the intel lect, i . e. , concepts with studies
' 'vergal'' as onposed of the left and right
t!
to "non-verbal.
While the mental
See Page 9
scientists argue that
i ntelligence
is

FREE UNIVERSITIES NOT
AN ENDANGERED SPECIES
•

By Jeff Sorensen

( CPS )-With cour
ses like "Raisin� Cat
fish in a Barrel ' and
"Be Good to Your
Back," the nation's
200 free universities
provide classes that
m os t
c o 11 e g.e s
wouldn't dream of of
fering.
Every year hun
dreds of thousands of
people enroll at free
universities, which of
fer classes without the
burden of grades or
credit. These alter
na t i v e
schools
specialize in unor
thodox subjects that
traditional uni ver
sities ignore.
What we're doing is
getting back to the
oldest, most bas ic
type of education,
where instructors are
people who want to
teach and students
are people who want
to learn," explained a
spokeswoman for the
Experimental College
in
S e a t t l e,
Washington. "We're
trying to get away
from the preoc
cupation
with
teaching certificates
and degrees and move
towards learning for
enjoyment . ' '
Free
university
courses are usually
taught in the hes of
teachers, who are
paid little or nothing
for their work . The in
structors genera lly
aren't required to
have a teaching cer
tificate or even a
college degree.
Students are att
tracted by "the in
formality, the short
ness of the classes and
because the price is
right," said Sandy
Bremer of the Open
in
Uni versity
Washington D. C.
Staff workers at
free
u n i vers i t ies
report that the classes
usually cost between
$5 and $15, although
some are priced at
$1 00 and a few cost
nothing.
Most free university
students are young
-

I

( between 25 and 40),
single, professional
people with college
degrees, according to
Bremer. The majority
have
some
in
background
academic classes so
they come to a free
university looking for
something different.
Seminars on yoga and
sexuality are par
ticularly popular with
this group, she noted.
Other free univer
sity staffers report
that
c lasses
on
astrology, meditation,
personal problems,
women's
s tudies,
health and arts and
crafts are well at
tended. Instructors
are generally free to
select any subject for
classes-from traditi
onal literature to wit
chcraft, flute making
or gardening.
"Free universities
have moved from a
campus phenomenon
to a
community
a d ul t
o r i ented
education program,"
explained Bill Draves,
coordinator of the
Free University Net
work . He added that
although free univer
sities are commonly
considered as dying
remnants of the '60s,
the free university
movement is actually
much stronger now
than ever . .
"There may have
been 3 00 free univer
sities about five years
ago, but many of those
were sporadic ef
forts," Draves said.
"Today's free univer
sities are stronger and
offer more classes to
more people. " In fact,
some free schools
larger
have
enrollments than
state universi ties. For
1 6,000
example,
students annually at
Ex
the
tend
perimental College in
Seattle, and 14,0 00 at
tend the University
for Man in Manhat
tan, Kansas .
free
first
The
university opened its
doors in 1 964 in
JJ

Berkeley, California,
and the movement
spread rapidly during
the late '60s . "All
these schools were

located on campus,
but since 1971 we've
been moving off campus. In fact, full-time
students don't always

have a l o t of time for
these
courses . . . so
we've seen an ex
plosion in adult lear
ning," Draves said .

Unionization at GSU
The
American
Federa tion
of
Teachers
Faculty
Federation
( AFT )
was
selected
to
represent
faculty
member at several
state universities in a

collective bargaining
election, according to
Illinois Labor Department director Donald
A . Johnson . AFT will
represent faculties at
Eastern University,
Western· University,

Chicago State Univer
sity, Governors State
University and Nor
theastern University .
The
American
Association of Univer
sity Professors also
a ppeared
on
the
ballot.

WHAT THE HELL!
How can you swear
without using dirty
words. Pat Morriss, a
freshman at North
Dakota State University in Fargo could tell
you how to do it.
Morriss proved his
abilitr to blaspheme
creatively early this
mon �h when he won a
cussmg contest held

during NDSU's Wild
Wes t
Days
celebration . Barraging a friend with his
· foulest
laundered
la nguage, Morriss
said, "Yon are the
biggest, low-down,
two-bit, four-flushing,
penny-ante, yellowbellied, la me-bra in,
scum-of-the-earth, in-

ept,
w ishy-washy,
fil thy, rotten, in
discriminate, low-rid
ing,baby-rapin', no
gQod, lyin', cheatin',
horsethieving', cattle
rustlin', bushwackin',
verminous sewer rat
and all around dirty
varmint I have ever
had the misfortune to
meet . "

Senator Newhouse and a
Day at GSU in Room D 1 120
Room Dl l20 was
crowded . Some people
at GSU were tired of
faculty demotions, the
YMCA, housing shor
tages, and inadequate
fa c i l i t i e s i n t he
university. They were
eager to air their
grievances to Senator
Dick Newhouse from
the 12th Senatorial
District in Illinois. Oc
tober 27 was a big day .
Newhouse was a
guest of the Minority
Profes sor
Caucu s .
Bobby Mills acted as
mediator, giving each
party five to ten
to voice
m i nutes
int .
compla
his/her
hony,
t
n
A
Clara
assistant dean o f CCS,
Page4

said that the ter
m i na t i o n of Dr .
Tillma n-Corthran, fo
rmer vice-president of
Acade mic Affa i rs,
created much an
tagon' ism. Dr. Tillma n
was fired in Sep
tember, 197 1, and
black
many
that
sensed
rs
professo
something was amiss ;
conseq uently , t hey
resigned. The firing of
Bob Lott, former
director of Student
Services, has had the
same effect on black
faculty . She men
tioned the termination
of Dr. Mary Ella
Robertson was par
tially due to support
from the Minority

Caucus. Ms . Anthony
feel s
tha t
the
demotions and the
closing of programs in
HLD have created low
morale among the
faculty at GSU .
Professor June Pat
said
ton
tha t
professors are ex
pected to devote too
much time to com
mi ttees and work
unrelated to teaching.
Bob
K e l l y,
professor o f BPS,
mentioned
that
Newhouse is sponsor
of the Legislative In
tern Bill . In response
to a question from
Bobby Mills, Kelly
sa id that Nigerians
See page 5

.

•scULPTU RE, NOT CULTURAL AWARENESS'
from page 4
have problems in BPS
and that he offers a
special course to help
them . Kelly also said
that Engbretson was
an
absentee
president, who did not
offer much assistan
·ce. Minority students
are readily placed in
jobs, but BPS needs
help on the political
level to place more
students.
Students were given
a chance to speak out
about their concerns .
James Me Ghee of
BPS
menti oned
housing as a critical
need. He sa id that
students have been
denied housing in the
i n
for
suburbs
sufficient cause.
James Dent of HLD
expressed concern
over the YMCA con
trol of the gym and its
for
inaccess i b i l i ty
playing basketbal l .
Adrienne Clayton of
CCS said that many
instructors are racist.
one
named
She
professor who refused
to look at students '
work or return it to
them . She also said
that the head of the
psychology depart
ment could not tell her

what courses to take ;
she had to see black
professors to obtain
this information.
James Sanders oj
CCS believes that tne
goals and objectives
of the university have
not been mainta ined ;
t h a t i s, s e r v i ng
m inority students .
Students have been
"wiped out" as far as
student activities go.
Also, the former
Director of Student
Services was removed
from his position and
reassigned to Finan
cial Aids with a severe
cut in salary.
Charles Moore of
that
s ta ted
E AS
fa c u l t y
m inority
a re
mem bers
mistreated, and that
students are suffering
as a result.
Percy Me Masters
listed several grievan
ces . Students disap
proved of reinstating
Doug Davis to the
position of Director of
Services .
Student
Students are also
unhappy about the
program closing in
HLD and the fact that
Bill
ex-p r o f e s s o r
Moore is not allowed
on campus. Students
funds are being used

for patio furniture and the least hel . Also,
p
pictures which the the facil ities m terms
did
not of space are less than
students
select.
those of other inSena tor Newhouse stitutions . Fina lly, the
asked the audience d e g r e e s
in
the
how the l ife ex- Business College are
perience program is different from those in
working . Bobby Mills the outside world.
resp o nded , sa y ing
Cleo
W a l k e r,
that black students Pres iden t
of
the
have more hurdles to Cler ica l
Wor kers '
overcome in the BOG Unio n,
said
that
program than white clerical workers are
students .
grossly underpa i d .
Suzanne Prescott, There are 88 dues
professor in HLD, • paying members in
said that the faculty ASSCME and their
c o n c e r ns comb ined
s h a res
sala ries
becau� e of inadequate total $36,00 0 . The
M o s t workers receive a 4.4
fundi ng .
!ll inority st�den� � re percent increase on
m BOG umy ersi!I� s, the average, with
but � hese umversit.I es most secretaries get
receive less fundmg ting a 2.5 percent
state raise. Civil Service
other
than
universities . . Minority employees receive an
faculty are mcapable average of $530 per
of doing . their job month, and many sup
beca� se of mad�g u.ate port famil ies on this
fup ding and faciliti es . mcome . The benefits
She also said that the of free use of the "Y "
fac ulty barga i ning no longer exist· and
unit excludes some most employee� can
black faculty .
not afford to join the
Piucc i , Y MCA . Emplo yees
Virgin io
Director of . Research must pay 8 percent of
and Innovation, stated their paycheck into a
three problem s . To retireme nt fund after
beg in with, those they have worke d
students � ho have the three years, and are
most ability and � he also required to pay a
greatest need receive parking fee. When
employees work over
time, they do not get
paid ; instead, they
com
given
are
pensatory time.
Farook Ali Kahn,
financial aid advisor,
said that he _represen
recorded as an expen ts a �ifferent type of
diture. If invoice goes c i v i l service em
i}u d g e t e d ployee, but he feels
a bove
amount it must be re that the morale is
routed since funds very low among CS
may not be transfer workers.
red from line item ac
Sm ith,
Marcia
I n v o i c e s secretary in CCS, also
counts .
received which were sa i d
many
that
not requisitioned thru secretaries cannot use
proper channels do t u i t i o n
benefi ts
not have to be paid.
because they have not
Ray Kiefer com been to junior college,
mented, "SSAC has and they lack both the
tremen time and money to do
i mproved
dously over the years, so.
these people work
Howa rd,
Shi rley
hard. It is a valuable professor in EAS, said
e x  that there are gross
educational
perience for them as inadequacies in pay in
well. " He added, "The her college. As a nur
one big problem we sing program coor
h a v e w i t h S S A C dinator, she is paid
organizations is their less than any of the
spur-of-the-m oment coordinators in EAS.
activities. "
When she requested a
hearing, she was told
that she would be
given consideration
PageS

DON'T ASK FOR MONEY
From page 3
on estimated revenue
of $192,000 . Drop in
registration caused
revision of estimated
t he
by
revenue
business office, new
estimated revenue of
Cash
$ 1 45,000 .
available exhausted
of
payment
with
obligations . Expen
ditures frozen due to
l a c k of w o r k i n g
capitol . Revision of
SSAC budget based on
new
estima ted
revenue of $145,000.
Information: Stu
dent activity fees are
mandatory and col
lected on a flat rate
all
from
bases
students . Block I
$15. 00, Block II $7 .50,
Block III $7.50. ISSC
and Veterans scholar-

ships pay the activity
fees for recipients.
Exemptions are given
contractual
to
agreements and civil
servic e employees .
SSAC budget is a
management tool and
is not legally binding .
Even so it must be ap
proved by Chairm an
of SSAC, Director of
Student
Servi ces,
Busine ss Ma nager,
Vice-Pre sident
of
Acad. Mfairs, Vice
Presid ent
of Ad
ministration, and the
Preside nt.
Proced ures: Re
quisitions submitted
with approval are
recorded as an obliga
tion and free balance
is credited. When in
voice is received it is

when
the
next
Minority and Female
Review hearing oc
curred . Ms . Howard
also said the system
seems to reward the
newest person on the
faculty, and that one
needs to resign and
reappl y . The two
lowest paid faculty
members in EAS are
black, although one
has
no doctoret e
degree.
Jim
S m i t h,
professor in HLD,
said that he came
here from New York
because of the stated
priorities for GSU,
one of which is
cultural awareness .
However,
he
discovered that this
term means sculp
ture, not cultural com
munication at GSU .
Smith said that the
professors are rewar
ded for their loyalty,
and that he has had no
increase in pay since
he came here in 1973.
a re
records
No
ex
on
avai lable
penditures for com
munity services out
posts . Smith also men
tioned that the Ac
crediting Association
noticed a failure to
have an adequate
record-keeping syste
m when they visited
GSU.
Mable McMiller, a
graduate student in
EAS, voiced a com
plaint: professors do
not help students who
are lack ing basic
skills and background
courses.
Daniel Youngdahl,
a music professor,
cited unjust firings
and finances as his
gripes. He said that
the profitfrom the
th e
bookstore,
bookstore manager 's
the
sa l-ar y, a n d
unused parking lot
fund are sources of
irritation.
Senator Newhouse
concluded the session
at 5 p.m. by stating
that priorities and
time frames must be
set . He agreed to the
idea proposed by
Alma Walker-Vinyard
that a laison between
GSU and his office be
established .

§oaE.'r.n. ou .:Sta.tE CUni.aE.ui.ty

Pa.'tk 9ou�t .,South, If[{. 60466

Mr. Douglas Davis
Director of Student Services
Governors State University
Park Forest South, Illinois
60466
October 27, 1976
Dear Mr. Davis:
When you spoke at the
&
Lea rning
Huma n
Development orientation in
August, you stated that the
Child Care Center was one
of your pet projects. You
also indicated dissatisfac
tion with the use of the funds
we do have. I hope these
concerns will enab le you to
listen sympathetically.
It is vital to my at
tendance at GSU that my
son continu in the Child Care
program . His welfare is of
the highest priority to me.
This is how we make use of
the center: Each day I have
class we come early, share
lunch in the cafeteria, and
walk about the grounds.
Then we get back in the car,
and drive the ten minutes
back, attend my class and
do my library work and go
through the driving again.
The point is that I want to
spend time with my son,
give him the experience of
other children, and myself
the luxury of attending class
with an undistracted mind.
None of these things could
take place if I had a regular
babysitter. I couldn't �fford
or
financially
tha t
emotionally .
If money is truly the issue,
why not restructure some of
the space at GSU ? That
would cut down on the
overhead and be much more
convenient. If staffing is a
problem , let's have parents
contribute some time.
GSU is supposed to be in
novative. Innovate! The
student body contains many
older students with j obs and
fa mily
res p onsibil i ties .
Let's meet thts need of the
student/parents!
Sincerely,
Kathleen R. Kreidler
662 Yates Avenue
Calumet City, Illinois 60409
College of Human Learning
and Development

Dear Innovator:
It is with grave con
cern that I write you.
Ed
reading
After
Ford's two articles,
and being a concerned
student and parent, I
want the Innovator and
Student Services to be
aware that I will sup
port keeping the Child
Care Center open.
It is true that the
Child Care Center only·
serves 1 5 of its 27
vacancies but has Ted
Andrews tried to find
out why?
GSU ' s
of
Most
student body are un
familiar with the area
and to drive two miles
away from the school
looking for "a little
green house across the
tracks ' ' has proven
exasperating, to say
the least. I personally
made three bum ex
cursions before finally

discovering the center.
Obviously, GSU's in
novativeness is flying
out the window as they
are becomming less
responsive to student
needs than some of the
more
c onventiona l
colleges and univer
sities.
I feel a note should
beade that although the
GSU Child Care Center
is not totally self
supportive, it does take
in an income, which is
more than I can say for
the "clubs" on cam
pus. I might also men
tion that at one time
was
Center
the
available to evening
students too.
At any rate, I am
willing to become ac
tive to keep the Child
Care Center alive.
become
it
Should
necessary to petition, I
am willing to help ob-

tain signatures. And if
it goes to the point of
marching in front of
Ted Andrews office
with a sign saying
"KEEP THE CHILD
CARE
CENTER
OPEN", you can count
on me.
I encourage all other
concerned students to
demand tha t the Child
Care Center stay open,
after all, Student Ser
are for our
vices
venefit!
Sincerely yours,
Bernadette Parks

INNOVATOR Staff
Congra tulations on a
great issue. The upward
note of positiveness on
G.S.U. is long overdue. Just
goes to show that you could
do it.
Keep up the great work .
J . Hollowell-CHLD

E:DITORiflL
GSU is a new, unique, innovative,
humane, experimental, open and a
quality community of education .
( even if we sometimes don't act
like it ) . The call for total education
which almost co-incided with the
birth of GSU in 1969, was not the
empty bellow of a forgotten group
of dreamers . Quality education,
total education, whatever you want
to call it, "is" accomplished with
competency based education .
U nfortuna tely , GSU ca nnot
depend on the policy of the past to
set our goals of the future. When we
started, we spoke of innovation,
openness, humaneness, in an ex-

Pace&

en
environm
perimenting
vironment. No longer can we afford
to depend on words to fill our
aspirations .
Already the Board of Governors,
because of change, has lost sight of
those unusual words in the man
dates of GSU . "There has been so
many changes" Dr. Walters,
executive Director of the BOG,
said, "That many ( BOG ) members
are unaware of the meaning of
those words used at GSU . ' '
"What you do, " he want on to
say, "depends on your President. "
We suspect, at GSU, what we do
depends on all of us .

They taught him to fly from the
ground up
Instead o� from the treetop down...
by G. Reavis

Once upon a time, the animals decided they must do
something heroic to meet the problems of "a new
world. " So they organized a school .
They adopted an activity curriculum consisting of
running, climbing, swimming, and flying . To make it
easier to administer the curriculum all the animals
took all the subjects.
The Duck was excellent in swimming - in fact better
than his instructor ; but he made only passing grades in
flyin� and very poor in running. Since he was slow in
runmng, he had to stay after school and also drop
swimming in order to practice running. This was kept
up until his web feet were badly worn and he was only
average in swimming. But average was acceptable in
school so no body worried about that except the Duck.
The Rabbit started at the top of the class in running,
but had a nervous breakdown because of so much
make-up work in swimming.
The Squirrel was excellent in clilnbing until he

developed frustration in the flying class where his
teacher made him start from the ground up instead of
from the treetop down. He also developeQ "charlie
horses " from over-exertion and then got "C" in clim
bing and "D" in running.
The Eagle was a problem child and was disciplined
severely. In the climbing class he beat all the others to
the top of the tree, but insisted on using his own way to
get there.
At the end of the year, an abornmal eel could swim
exceedingly welt� and also run, climb, and fly a little,
had the highest average and was valedictorian.
The Prairie Dogs stayed out of school aad fought the
tax levy because the administration would not add
digging and burrowing to the curriculum . They ap
prenticed their child to a badger and later joined the
groundhogs and gophers to start successful private
school .
Does this fable have a moral?

PERFORMANCE DEGREES
APPRAISAL GUIDE

Performance
factors

-Quality

TIMELI NESS

INITIATIVE

ADAPTABILITY

COMMUNICATION

Far Exceeds
Job
Requirements

Exceeds Job
Requirements

Meets Job
Requirements

Needs to
Improve

Can only
lea over
a s ort
building.

Crashes
into the
building
if he
tries to
leap.

Cannot
reco nize
buil ing
at all,
can't
jump.

bou

Would

Wounds
self
with
bullets
when
trying
to
shoot.

�

Below
Standard

�

Leaps tall
buildings with
a single leap.

Must take running start to
lea over talJ
bui dings

Is faster than
a
eding
·l let

Is as fast as
a
eding
b let.

Not quite
as fast as
a s eding
bu et.

Is stronger
than a
locomotive

Is stronger
than a bull
elephant .

Is stronger
than a bull.

Shoots
the
bull .

Smells
like
the
bull.

Walks on
water
consistently .

Walks on
water in
emergencies .

Washes with
water.

Drinks
water.

Passes
water
in
em ergencies .

Talks with
God .

Talks with
the angels .

Talks to
himself.

Argues
with
himself.

Loses
those
arguments .

�

fc

�

re
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a slow
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IN ONE SENSE HE IS

NOT ALL WORDS LIE,
BUT ALL LIES ARE WORDS

By Michael Miner

The tragic news out
of London about the
late Sir Cyril Burt
meant only one thing
-it was time to check
in with Mensa.
So far Mensa has
stayed out of the scan
dal. But this global
organization of great
brains
stands
in
danger of seeing its
proud
re p u t a t i o n
dragged through the
mire.
Q. Who's Burt?
A. Sir Cyril, dead in
1971 at the age of 86,
was the greatest
educational psycholo
gist of his day in
Britain. His research
demonstrated that
heredity weighs for
more heavily than en
vironment in shaping
intelligence.
Q.
Wha t's
his
problem now?
A. Burt is accused
of fudging figures to
make his case, par
ticularly in his studies
of separated twins. ''A
pathetic epitaph,"
said one critic. "The
most
s e n s a t i o n a!
charge of scientific
fraud of this century,''
wrote the Sunday
Times of London.
Q. What has this to
do with Mensa?
A. Oh ... if only this
wretched affair could
be buried and forgot
ten. No, the truth
must come out! Sir
Cyril Burt was the
father of Mensa, and
its
first
later
president.
Q. Good God!
A. It all started with
a BBC interview he
gave in 1945 . He said,
wouldn't it be a fine
thing to be able to

SYNTHET IC INTELLIGENCE

In Proper Relationship

Intellectual
measure the attitudes
of the brighter people.
Mensa soon followed.
Q . The best of the
brightest?
A. The top 2 per
cent, just about 20,000
people
worldwide
have managed to get
into
Mensa,
a
thousand of them
from around Chicago.
Q . While millions
are turned away?
A. Millions, it must
be said, have not ap
plied. There could be

Intuitive
as many as 150,000
members from the
Chicago area alone.
Nonetheless, an elite.
Q. So how is Mensa
reacting to the Sir
Cyril affair?
A. In Chicago ...a
p o s t u re
of
non
chalance. Most mem
bers polled claim to
know little or nothing
about the scandal.
They argue that Men
sa as an organization
takes no position on
the origins of in-

PageS

telligence. All that
matters is if you have
it.
Q. Did this response
satisfy you?
A. No. For one
thing it didn't make a
For
g o o d' s t o r y .
another
it denies
Mensa's' appeal to
peop le who think
themselve s
born
brilliant but mired in
L ocal
med io crity .
secretary Helen Kupper said this: "If you
find yourself stuck in

a job where you're not
being challenged to
the full extent of your
abilities, and you
can't or won't find
another one, one being
Mensa people can
give you the outlet you
need."
Q. So what was your
next move?
A. Going straight to
the
top. To
the
eminent Victor V.
S e r e b riakoff,
i n
ternational general
secretary of Mensa
and former colleagues
of Sir Cyril.
Q. Who said... ?
A. "I don't accept
that his reputation lies
in ruins n exclaimed
"It
Serebriakoff.
seems to me there's a
political element at
work here. I call it
character assassinati
on.
People
think
people ought to be
equal and they tend to
attack anybody who
looks at and measures
the differences bet
ween them."
What's
Q.
Serebriakoff's outlook
on heredity vis-a-vis
environment?
A.
A
timely
question. Serebriakoff
"I ' m
rep o r t e d
'
publishing a book
very shortly that will
be called 'Check Your
Child's IQ' and I set
out th� evidence. on
both sides. I believe
it's 80 per cent
genetic. The rest en
vironmental.:'
He had this to say
about Mensa: "Many
of us come from quite
cir
humble
was
s.
I
cumstance
brought .up in a slum,
to be qm�e honest. By
the environll_le!lt, I
,
ought to be an IdiOt.

-�--------

"THE TIME IS FAR OVERDUE"
i.e. , for those who
have an active or
overactive mind, but
specifically for those
who
i dentify
themselves with their
mind and are proud of
their
intelligence .
Suc h
i ntellectuals
Roberto Assagiol i , often have a very lop
Father of Psychosyn- s ided development
thesis, presents a very and are in great need
lucid account of in- of psychosynthesis in
tuitive intelligence . general, and of the ac
"In this discussion we tivation of the other
assume that intuition functions which, as we
exists as an indepen- mentioned ea rlier,
dent and specific very often remain
psychological func- u n d e r d e v eI o p e d .
tion . It was called by Even the sensation
Jung an irrational f u n c t i o n c a n
be
war
function , to use his .
ped by intellec
own words: " this tuabsm, and the feel
na t ure
is
term does not denote i n g
something contrary to .sometimes shameful
reason, but something ly supressed, with the
outside the province w i 11 p r a c t i c aII y
of reason" ( note, even nonexistent-but they
Freud conceptualized share this last defi 
a
' ' pri m a ry
a nd ciency with the rna
secondary thinking jority of human be
process ! ) Assagioli mgs . . .
goes on ; ' 'It is a synAssagioli suggests a
truth an exceptional thetic function, in the two part procedure
psychologist ; most. of sense that i t ap- which describes the
his contemporaries prebends the totality w a y t h e s y s t e m
and successors have directly in its living works ; "The first s �ep
continued to discuss assistence. ( Since ) it i s of a negative
Mind in the singular . is a normal function of charac ter-the tern
S o i t was with Hebb the human psyche, its �ra�y ch king or
. �
( 1953 ) , when he sug activation is produced elmunabon
from the
gested that we aban by eliminating the field of conscious�ess
i d e a various
don
the
obs tacles of other functions
a ltogether. In the preventing its activi- which generally have
same paper, Hebb ty .
a spontaneous and
emphasized
the
" Intuition is one of uninterrupted activi
unrecogni zed
i n  the least recognized ty . . . The second stage
fluence of out-dated and least appreciated, is then possible, in
psychology on the and therefore one of which he quietly waits
subsequent thinking the repressed, func- for the result of the
of psysiologists .
tions. It is repressed approach, this near
"Surely one of the by a
mecha nism ing, which in sue
most outstanding ex similar to that of the cessful cases becomes
amples must be the repression of un- a contact with and
practically universal conscious drives, but even an identifica tion
acceptant in Western generally the motiva- of the subjec t with the
scientific thought of tion
is
differen t . looked-for experience
this venerable belief Repression of intui- of reality or truth . "
in the singularity of tion is produced by
the mind. "
non-recognition, devRegardless "why"
Andre
alua tion , neglec t , the fact remains that
Gide proposes a very and lack of its connec there are two kinds of
interesting explana tion with the other thought, and a syn
for
t h i s psychological func t h e s i s
tion
of those
phenonmena . "There tions. Regarding this thoughts. Hence there
is always a struggle last point. For intui are two kinds of in
between
what
is tion to be a true t�lligence as well as
reasonable and what cognitive process im the synthesis of those
is not. It is perhaps plies not only the func intelligence.
because we live in a tioning of intuition
The alarm should be
society in which ra alone, but also its in sounded because in
tional thought is held telligent apprehen tellectuals such as
in particularly high sion, interpretation, S c h o c k l e y
have
es t e e m t ha t t h e and inclusion in the decided to separate
"other" is often con existing
body
of blacks from whites on
sidered to be base or knowledge.
the basis of intellec
u n de s i r a b l e e v e n
The greatest need tual
intell igence ,
when i t is un-named . for intuition is in in oblivious to other in
More
likely
this tellectual or over in telligence especially
evaluation is not tellectualized people ; black intelligence!

T
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cultural in origin, but
arises froni the fact
that the hemisphere
which does the pro
posit�oning is the one
a
near
h a vi n g
mono P. oly on the
capaci ty for naming . "

The alarm should be
sounded because in
tellectuals such as Sir
C y r i l B u r t ha v e
formed a n elite based
solely on intellectual
intelligence, oblivious
to other intelligence,
where everyone else
is mentally retarded.
The alarm should be
sounded because in
tellectuals such as
Serebriakoff do not
realize "to think is not
to know. ' ' or is it
"some intellectuals. "

I

hemispheres of the
human brain. Bogen
writes, "One of the
most obvious and fun
damental features of .
the cerebrum is that it
is double. Various
kinds of evidence,
espec i a l l y
from
h e m i spherectom y ,
have made it clear
that one hemisphere
· is sufficient to sustain
a personality or mind.
We may then conclude
that the individual
w i th
two
intact
hemispheres can be
trained to perceive,
consider, and act in
dependently. In the
human, where pro
positional thought is
typically lateralized
to one hemisphere,
the other hemisphere
evidently specializes
in a different mode of
thought, which may
be called appos i
tional . ' '
Psychology
has taken its stand,
B o g e n·
wri tes ,
' ' M o d e r n
psychologists have oc
casionally taken ex
ception to the unitary
concept of mind ; one
such was Leshley
( 1958 ) who wrote ;
' P s y c h o I o·g i s t s ,
however, at least in
recent times, have
seen no reason to keep
mind unitary. '
''Lashley was in

·
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Blackburn says, " I
believe that the time
is far overdue for a
thorough restructur
ing of the way we
educate scientists .
Because
higher
education in Europe
and the United States
flourished along with
the scientific revolu
tion, its assumptions
are largly those of
s c i ence ;
tha t
knowledge abstracted
and codified into lec
tures and textbook s
will stand for full
knowledge . . .
"Because of the
primitive, and even
repressed, attitudes
we now have ( and
pass
on
to our
students ) about in
tuitive knowledge and
its transmission from
one person to another,
it is difficult to be
more precise ( about
new ways to teach
scientists ) . Perhaps
science has much to
learn along this line
from the disciplines,
as distinct from the
mystical content, of
Oriental religions. H
we do learn to know
complexities through
the complementary
modes of senuous in
tuition and logical
abstraction, and if we
can trans m i t a nd
discuss the former as
reliably as we do the
Ia tter, then there is
hope for a renaissance
in science as a whole
comparable to that
which occured I n
physics between 1900
and 1��o."
Maybe the time for
alarm is past, and now
is the time to strike up
t h e ba n d !
.

' J
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Gil cot- Heron

by Norma AI

Gil Scott-Heron and
his midnight band
performed live before
an enthusiastic au
dience at the Ivanhoe.
Theatre October 31st,
at 8 : 00 P . M . The
Ivanhoe theatre is
located at 3000 N.
Clark, and offers
and
resta u r a n t
theatre facilities. It is
one of Chicago's finest
attractions. On the
same bill with Gil
Scott-Heron appeared
t a l e n t ed
a n other
vocalist, Miss Denise
Williams. This rich
and wholesome selec
tion of talent com
bined to make a most
enjoyable evening.
Miss Williams, a

en

professional vocalist Train gang. She has
Next Gil Scot-Heron
for four years in addi- worked with such and his midnight
tion to being a song- notables as Roberta Band entered from
wri ter began the Flack, Stevie Wonder, the rear isle with his
show. Her repoitre in- and Vicki Carr. Miss exploding percussion,
eluded such songs as Williams when asked captivating the au
" It's important to who, her favorite dience, some might
me", "Slip away", v o c a l i s t
w a s , call it a sneak attack.
"That's what friends r e s p o n d e d ,
' ' A f - Gil's repoitre included
are for", "Cause you
firma tively, Nancy hit songs as "It's your·
love me baby " , "H Wilson" . To young world" , Red, Black
you don't believe" and aspiring vocalist Miss and Green, a Black
"Free", all written by Williams, a Gemini l i b e ra t i o n
song ,
her except the latter, born June 3rd states "Home is Where the
and all a part of her "Find out what copy Hatred Is " "Mw,t be
current Album en- right laws are", " S o m e t h i n' g ' ' ,
''
titled "This is Neices" F i n d
out
w h a t Johanes burg" and
produced by Maurice publishing is so you their trademark song
White of ' ' Earth, know what it means to "The Bottle" Gil in
Wind, and Fire " . Miss you as a songwriter" . addition to being a
Williams has also Her philosophy of life musician, has other
written songs for states s imply that impressive creden
Frankie Vallie, The "Life is one big learn tials to his name. Only
Emotions and ttte Soul ing process. "
27 years old and the
PacelO
·

author
of
two
pu b l i s h e d
novels
( "The Vulture" when
he was 19, and "The
Nigger factory") in
cluding a volume of
verse ( Small talk at
I 25th and Lenox). Gil
prefers t o c o m 
municate through his
s ong
music
and
writing,
cha nnels
which relate directly
to Mrican oral tradi
tion of it he states "I
got into recording as a
part of the considera
tion that there are a
lot of our school
children and a lot of
adults too, who do not
read comprehensively
enough or often
enough to really enjoy

the

•

dealing with novels" .
The
s o n o f. a
Jamaican
soccer
player
and
a
librarian, Gil was
born in Chicago and
raised by his mother
i n Jacks o n , Ten
nessee. It was when
his mother decided to
bring him to New
York that Gil began
his rapid progress.
Through the interest
shown by one of his
early teachers, Gil at
tended the prestigious
Fieldstone School and
bega n
to
a bsorb
poetry by modern
Black writers. Para
mount among these

was
Langs tone
Hughes, who had at
tended
Lincoln
University in Penn
sylvania , where Gil
eventually
also
studied and met his
future collaborator,
Brian Jackson.
The two of them
recorded
three
albums for small in
dependent
la bels ,
"Small Talk at 125th
and Lenox," "Pieces
Of A Ma n " and
"Winter In America . "
Included i n these ear
ly works were Gil's
widely-celebra ted
rapoem
" The
Revolution Will Not
Be Televised" , the

critically
pra ised
songs ' 'Lady Day And
John Coltane", and
' ' Home Is Where The
Hatred Is " , in addi
tion to his first smash
hit "The Bottle , "
which
has
since
become the groups
tradema rk
per
formance in recording
and concert.
Currently signed to
Arista Records, Gil
Scot-Heron 's music
reaches a far wider
audience with both
"First Minute Of a
New Day" and "From
South Mrica To South
Carolina ' ' climbing
successively to high
positions on pop, jazz
and
R&B
c ha rts
Pqe 1 1

simultaneously .
Gil has completed
his newest album
"It 's Your World" a
double record set that
includes an entire
album 's worth of new
original material in
addition to a live
recording of Scott
Heron and the Mid
night Band in concert,
complete with a thir
teen minute version of
"The Bottle" .
The members of the
Midnight Band in
clude Scott-Heron on
vocals, Bill Sunni-Ali
on tenor sax and flute,
" D oc "
Barnett
Williams , Tony Dun
canson, and Reggie
( wh o
Brisbane

together comprise the
Society for the Preser
vation of Mrican Per
cussion ) on drums
and assorted percus
sion, and the latest
member of the group,
Delbert Taylor on
trumpet.
Both
Artists
displayed their uni9.ue
styles of music, Miss
Denise W i lliams ,
however, I extend
sincere thanks for
permitting me to in
terview her, because
in sharing her time
especially with such
an
exceptional
background, it made
my fourty-mile trip to
the Ivanhoe theatre
well worth the trip.

Crystal
·

lack
otes

....,___

..__..,..

by J1wane Jacksch.

=====£
SureIy the InKlan which was founnovator's readers have
heard of the rock of
Gibral tar, however ,
are you aware for
whom this symbol of
stability is named for.
The Rock of Gibraltar
is named in honor of a
great Black Islamic
General who commanded the Moorish
Army. Jebel-Terik-binZiad or tra nsla ted
"The Mountain of
Tarik " captured the
which
ha d
Rock
previously been called
Calpe in 711 A.D. Tarik
conquered Southern
Spain and his country
men thereafter ruled
Spain for 700 yrs. Source : History of Barbary
and
A l g iers,
p . l 60

ded 428 yrs. later.
In
1 926,
Arthur
Schomburg, who was
the curator of the Carnegie Library, on West
135th Street, in New
York , spoke at th annua l procession in
Seville, Spain. Mr.
Schomburg stated, "It
was only human to
wish to examine the
garments
of
the
Brotherhood of the
Negroes after observing the similarity
to t he white robes and
cowls used by the Ku
Klux Klan of our country. To all appearances
the
American
organization copied the
dress of those believers
in Christ. Not even in

Brotherhood maintain
their tradition at the
c hurch of Nuestra
Senora de Los Angelos
in the Barrio Carmona
of Seville, Spain . Further info. : Zuniga 's Annal es

de

S evil l a ,

Madrid. Sex and Race;
J.A. Rogers, 1270 5th
Ave. , New York 10029.
On a more conte�porary note, Mammy Pleasants handled
more money during
pioneer days in California than any other
Black pers on . She
became one of the
shrewdest bus iness
minds in California . A
natural entrepreneur
Mrs. Pleasant emassed
a fortune in California
and was a trusted con-

The awesome power of
grace ;
The intrinsic magic of a
name ,
Mandates the one who sets
up the type
To spell the right the name
of Duane !

By John Shenoy-Jackson

( 1728)

100

A m azing

J .A. Rogers,
p.l2 ( 1!170 ed. )
Tarik possibly may
have influenced the Ku
Klux Klan ! Hard to
believe? It has been
documented that sonce
1460, Blacks in Seville,
Spain held and still
hold
a
r e l i g i ous
procession on the feast
of
Corpus
Cris ti .
these
During
p r o c e s s i o ns
t he s e
Black Spaniards wore
white robes and hoods
that bear a striking
resemblance to the
uniforms worn by the

Facts,

garments, it seems, is
the American order
original . They are
evidently copied faith
fully from a very
sacred Brotherhood
whose devotions won
them the love and
g r a t i tu d e
of
t he
Spanish people from
King to peasant, Pon
tiff to believer. " ( Op
portunity Maga, p . l 64,
June, 1927 , New York . )
The picture that ac
compn accompanie s
this column is a picture
taken of the Black
Brotherhood in Seville,
Spain. Today the Black

fidente of such Califor
nia
n o t a b l es
as
Ralston , M ills and
Booth . During the
1840's and 50's she was
a power in San Fran
cisco affairs . In 1858
she personally dona ted
$30,000 in cash to John
Browns abolitionist
m ovem e n t .
U pon
Brown's capture there
was found a letter that
said "The ax is laid at
the foot of the tree. "
The note was signed
"W .E .P. which in fact
meant M . E . P . and
s tood for Mammy
Pleasants . but was
altered to shield her
ident i ty .
,
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Illuminati ng from
the distant heavens is
a star bound group en
titled Crystal ! , with
lead vocalist Steve
Elliot. Unlike most
groups ,
this
one
displays musical ver
satiliy with distinct
clarity.
For the women ,
whowant to swoon or
daydrea m ,
Mr.
Elliot 's wholesom e
voice
will
most
assuredly help you accomplish these tasks.
With his soothing
voice, and graceful
choreography, in addition to his explodingchoreography
backup, it combined
to make a sensational
evening at Jimmy D's
pub in Park Forest.
Other members of
the group included
Nick Fortuna ( Bass
Player )
who
originally played for
the "Buckinghams" ,
Bill Corghn (Guitar) a
former member of the
" Intruders " , Steve
D 'estoic (organ and
piano) of the group
"Magic" and finally
Jerry Frank (Drums )
formerly of "Good
foot" .
Originally from Los
Angeles ,
and
a
vocalist for thirteen
years Mr. Elliot noted
tha t
he
admires
vocalists that can ex
preSs feelings giving
the example of Ray
Charles. Asked what
was his most uncanny
experience as a
vocalist, his response
was that of being able
to play a concert with
Ike and Tina Turner,
a very pleasing, and
yet at the same time
uncanny experience.
For the astrologically
inclined Mr. Elliot is
born under the sign of
Aries, March 28th.
Mr. Elliots's hobies
are sports, music , and
travel and for you
aspiring vocali&t, Mr.
Elliot states that "if
you're going to sing,
try to make yourself a
part of the music you
sing"

��

..

What if there had been no law
by Steve Lemken
( CPS ) - If NORML
an� its' affiliate membees have anything to
say about it, pot
rmokers in at leas�
twelve states will no
longer be subject to
arrest and jail sentences . They w ill
merely be given a
citation for a fine if
in
found-to
be
possession of less than
an ounce of grass .
The
Nati onal
Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana
Laws ( NORML ) , with
headquarters
in
Washington D . C . , is
work i ng
towards
changing the laws
regarding possession
of marijuana , through
the system . NORML
is making available
funds and expert witnesses to help lobbyi ng efforts
for
'decriminalization' bill passage.
Keith Stroup, a
coordinator for NORML, says that this is

the first step towards
having
marijuana
legalized.
Pointing to the landmark Alaskan case
last year, which in effee t
has
made
l ega l
m a r iJ Ua n a
there, Stroup spoke
hopefully of similar
court decisions.
"The battle on the
marijuana issue is
more
becomi ng
sophisticated, " he explained . " In eight
states, the smoker is
no longer subjected to
arres � o� jail , usually
receiving
a
citation . . . But," Stroup
stressed, "the person sel l i ng small
amounts are getting
years in jail . The
courts are taking a
hard-pusher attitude
towards them .
Stroup also pointed
to the findings of the
National Institute on
Drug Abuse ( NIDA) ,
whic h , after five
years o f intensive

research on pot, have
come up with no
spec ific ,
ha rmful
data . Mter spending
$6 million on this '
research, the director
of the project has
publicly endorsed the
decriminalization of
marijuana .
One argument for
the decriminalization
push is the relief it
would give in the
amount of tax money
spent by law enforcement agencies
chasing after and
prosecuting users and
small
consumer
sellers.
Stroup said there
were
4 1 6 , 000
marijuana arrests in
1975, which accounted
for 69.5 per cent of all
drug-related arrests .
The cost of sending all
those pot toters
through the criminal
justice system totals
over $600 million .
police
are
" The
wasting
money

c hasing
after
s m okers , ' '
says
St1..·oup. "There are
le ss arrests for harddrug pushers . "
Stroup is optimistic
a bout getting the
decriminalization legi s l a t i on
through
Congress this upcoming session ,
especially if Jimmy
Carter is elected .
Senator Birch Bayh
( D-Ind will introduce
a bill that basically
copies the Oregon
law. A bill by Senator
Jacob Javits ( R-NY)
will provide a clause
stipulating no penalty
for minor offenses
pot .
rega rding
Current Federal law
makes possession of
pot punishable by a
one year sentence in
jail and/or a $5, 000
fine.
Other areas that
w i ll
be
NORML
looking
into
a re
redefining the law
regarding amounts of

marijuana a person
may possess, how
much a person may
grow for personal use,
transfer and sale of
small amounts, and
large sales to be
treated
as
misdemeanors.
Stroup said that in
the eventuality of to 
tal legalization, fouror
five years off, the
problems of control
and quality will be
dealt with . He is
hostile to the idea of
letting the cigarette or
compa nies
liquor
come in and exploit
any
commercial
trade. Stroup wants to
make sure that the
consumers have a
strong voice in setting
up any controls.
For the present,
NORML would be
happy in seeing the
smoker not treated
like a
common
criminal, and to be
guara nteed
their
l!
.
basic ri hts .
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IGSU

Doing Things . . Going Places
Health Sciences

Motion Picture
Fr'n
Festival
PARK
FOREST
SO U T H ,
ILL-A
motion picture fun
festival- in glorious
Cinerama fun for the
whole family" -will
b e p r e s e n t ed a t
State
Governors
University Friday ,
November 12.
There will be more
than six hours of fun
films with such stars
as :
- Three Stooges
- Marx Brothers
- W.C. Fields
- Charlie Chaplin
- RoadRunner Cartoons

Bugs Bunny Cartoons
- Flints tones
- Frankenstein
- Dracula
- Wolfman
- Laurel and Hardy
Abbott
and
Costello
Woody Wood
pecker
- Daffy Duck Car
toons
In the university
gymnasium at 6 p.m . ,
admission w ill be
students and children
$1, adults $2, and
children under 5 free.
•

' ' H i gh - L e v e l
Radioa c t i v e
W a s te
Management'' is a new book which includes
a chapter by Governors State University
professionals.
A . M . Friedman and the College of En
vironmental and Applied Sciences at GSU
with R. Weeber, thesis parts student at GSU,
and S. Fried, all of the Argonne National
laboratory chemistry division, are authors.
"The Distribution of Plutonium in a Rock
Containment Environment" is reported at a
symposium sponsored by the division of
nuclear chemistry of the American
Chemical society.
The book is in the Advances in Chemistry
series founded in 1949 by the American
Chemical society as an outlet for symposia
and collections of data in special areas of
topical interest that could not be ac
companied in the society' journals.

··A church honored the
Dean of the College of
Cultural Studies at
State
Governors
University .
For his contribution
to education and the
community,
Dr.
Alfonso Sherman has
received a certificate
of merit.
The Rev . Willie
Sherrod and the Men's
Fellowship club of the
New Hope Baptist
church of Chicago
Heights made the
presentation.
_____..
.,..__.,..._
.

He directs the operations and programs
governing the educational and research
programs in the School of Health Sciences,
and is responsible for the formulation of im
mediate objectives and long-range plans of
the School of Health Sciences.
Dr. Cornseky also is responsible for
recruiting and maintaining staff members ;
develops and oversees budgets ; maintains
faculty professional development ; plans and
assists with accreditation ; plans, develops,
and supervises rograms to seek contracts
and grants, an assigns duties to program
coor di nators.
----·

/
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Stuff Envelopes Cafeteria Manager
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
lmntediate Earnings

Mosley Honored
FOREST
PARK
SOUTH , ILL. =-For
to
contri bution
education and com
munity, a Governors
State University ad
ministrator has been
honored by a church.
Charles E. Mosley
has received a cer
tificate of merit.
The Rev . Willie
Sherrod and the Men's
Fellowship club of the
New Hope Baptist
church of Chicago
••• • •

• • • . .. • • • • • • • • • •

Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A

310 Franklin Street
Boston, Mass. 0 2110

H ELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 t o $16
per hour while on
vacation or on weekend."

rna
presentation .
Dr. Mosley of Har..
vey is acting vice
pres ident of com
munity services at
GSU.
••

• •

New director of the School of Health Scien
ces at Governors State University is Robert
A. Cornesky of Bakersfield, Calif.
Dr. Cornesky, now in the College of En
vironmental and Applied Sciences at GSU,
was chairman and professor of the Depart
ment of Health Sciences at California State
College in Bakersfield.
Previously he was with Carnegie-Mellon
University in Pittsburgh as assistant
professor of the Department of Biological
Sci ences
and
B i onetics
Research
Laboratories, Inc . , in Falls Church, Va . , as
chief clinical serologist and assistant im
munochemist.
He has authored a number of professional
publications and is a member of professional
societies.
He was graduated with a B.S. degree in
biology from Geneva College at Beaver
Falls, Pa . , received an M.S. in microbiology
from the George Washington University
Medical school at Washington, D . C . , and was
awarded a Sc . D .
in hygiene and
microbiology by the Graduate School of
Public Health at the University of Pit
tsburgh . Dr. and Mrs. Cornesky have two
children.
As new director of the School of Health
Sciences at Governors State University, Dr.
Cornesky is chief administrator for un
dergraduate and �raduate pro�rams in
health services admmistration, allied health
science education, medical technology, and
nursing.

$3

plus 50¢ postage
and handling.

The Morgan P ress
308

South D i x i e
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33401
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Welcomes Ideas
As you are probably aware, there have
been some changes in the Cafeteria . First of
all, as Manager, I welcome you to come in
and get acquainted with myself and the new
menu .
The new menu will feature Soup 'N Made
to-Order Sandwiches plus small beverage on
Monday and Thursday . On Tuesday we will
feature the Gyros Sandwich. Wednesday will
be Italian Pizza .
All day Friday, November 12, there will be
a Get-Acquainted Special of free coffee with
any purchase.
Please excuse any inconveniences during
our adjustment period . We are striving to
give you the best in quality and service. If
you have any suggestions to help us to serve
you better, please address them to me,
Larry Fusinski , Cafeteria Manager .

. . • • . . . • • • . . • • • . . . • . . • · '· • • . • • • • • • • · •... • ·Pai:e·l 4-" · ..•.
.

.
. • .. ,
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BR I E FS

N E WS
- CLEAR LRC RECORDS BEFORE
REGISTRATION
Registration for the Winter Trimester 1977
will be held December 7, 8, and 17. If ou

J'

have not returned your books or cleare up
any old bills that are outstanding in the LRC
you will be unable to register. Admission�
and Records is cooperating with the Cir
culation Department in the LRC to withhold
registration from ANYONE who has not
cleared their records. SAVE YOURSELF
PROBLEMS DURING REGISTRATION BY
CLEARING YOUR LRC RECORDS AHEAD
OF TIME .

Broker test at GSU
Tests for state licenses for insurance agen
ts and brokers will be given at Governors
State University .
They will be given December 4 to persons
who apply by November 10, according to the
Illinois Department of Insurance.
Chicago area locations will be Illinois In
stitute of Technology, Mundelein College,
Arlington Heights school, and Governors
State University in Park Forest South.

Crew Wanted
Qua l ifications ,
Ass istant director :
bicultural
bilingualin
e
experienc
Teaching
culturally
and
gy
elementary methodolo
relevant curriculum and materials . Some
administrative experience is desirable . An
M .A . degree is necessary , but an earned doc
torate or doctoral degree in process would be
desirable. Ability to communicate and write
in English and Spanish at a professional
level . Starting date is early December.
Research Ass is ta nt : Student w ith
knowledge of Admissions and Records and
the ability to communicat in cross cultural
relations.
Secretary : Typing and filing skills plus,
strong human re1 ations skills. Apply for all
three positions with Dr. Vinicio H. Reyes ,
Chairman Search Committee, Governors
State University HID, Park Forest South,
IL. 60466.
The Bilingual Education Project is
designed to provide training for those in
volved or planning to work with the elemen
Teaching
programs .
bilingual
tary
releva nt
culturall y
a nd
s tra tegi es
presented.
be
will
curriculum and materials
These programs teach subjects in Spanish
and other languages and introduce English
as a second language. Slowly promoting
students until they can learn in English .
When questioned as to the English speaking
students learning Spanish, Dr. Reyes
replied, "Politically and economica lly the
need is to educate the Spanish, so as to bring
them into our system . " Progress maybe but
change is still a long way off. "

Constitution
Corner
Mr. Jordan Tsolakides, chair
man of the Constitution Commit
tee, would like to announce that all
members have been removed ex
cept Helen Hughes, Carol Reiners,
and
J a mes
B u c k en mey e r .
Tsolakides would also like to men
tion that anyone wishing to be a
member of the committee in order
to write the experience oo his
resume is not welcome. The Con
stitution Committee was formed to
establish policies on governance,
election procedures, and the
university constitution. However,
the poor attendance of committee
members caused Tsolakides to ask
that
committee members
be
-removed. The Constitution Com
mittee consists of faculty, civil ser
vice, support staff, and students.
The remaining members are at
tempting to rewrite a constitution
that was revised in 1975, but re
jected. Chairman Tsolakides hopes
to incorporate job descriptions and
expectations for faculty into the
new constitution.

Attention Vets !
' 'The Veterans ' ' Education
ployment Assistance Act of 1976"
by the congress Oct. 1, 1976 and
by· the President. THE LAW

CLUDE THE FOLLOWING : A.

Voting- habits survey
set for area residen ts
Voting habits of Chicago area
residents will be surveyed dur
ing the week beginning Nov.
15, the Commerce Department

reports. The aim is to provide
a profile of the American voter
and nonvoter, according to the
departm ent.
Questions about voting will be
posed to a sample group as
part of the monthly survey of

employment conducted nation
Wtde, a spol:esman said.
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Increases
educational assistance and subsistence
allowance approximately 8 percent for all
programs excep t dlight Oct. 1 , 1976, for those
with service after June 1 , 1966 . B. Extends
the basic 36 months t�ntitlement to 45 months
Oct. 1, 1976, for those with service after June
1, 1 966 . C. Eliminates prepayment June 1
1977. D. Requires as of June 1 , 1977 for ad�
vance payment a request from the individual
beneficiary and the VA finds the school
agrees to and can comply with requirements
of law. E . Increases education loan to $1 500 .
F. Increases tutorial payments to $65. a mon
th.

Research
Assistants

What it is
The statue of the
bust of Abraham Lin
coln at Lincoln's tomb
in Springfield was
lowered this week af
ter a review of the
heigh t .
sta tue '
Tragitionally, visitors
to the tomb rubbed the
nose of the statue for
good luck, but the
Illinois Department of
Conservation became
concerned that the
would
practic�
damage the statue
and had it raised to 7lf2 feet from the
re
A
ground .
eva luation of the
situation, prompted
by a letter from a
young Pinckney ville
resident, resulted in
the Illinois General
Assembly passing a
resolution to have the
statue lowered to its
original height of 6
feet from the ground.

and Em
was passed
was signed

Needed
CHLD announced this week openings for
Research Assistants. These positions provide
opportunity for rich learning experiences
and are available within various programs
of the College.
Hours may be arranged around the
student's study plan. The wage is $3.50 per
hour.
Students interested in more information
about a position of Research Assistant
should contact Ms. Mildred Laken, CHLD
Fiscal Officer.
,..----...,

Wcmted Girl Scout
Leaders
•••

Assistant uiiMrs Want«l, Too.
T h n n ll u n c l � u f m e n a n d
wnmt•n have bri�ehtenfll their
l i v e ll as w e l l ll� t h t' l i ves uf

utherll by bt-t·nm i n�e Girl St·uut

l .t•ncft'rtc.

Tht' ( ; i rl Sc·cnctll ufthe U.S.A.
ill UJ't'n tn atii JCi rlll 7 throuJrh 17
whu l<ll b!lt·rilw tu its idt>ahi u
e x p re!l!lt'd in t h t' < : i r l St'out
Prumist' atnd l.atw. Founct.d in

191:l atnd i m·urporated in Wash-

i n�rto n , D.C., in 1 1 1 5, it wa a
t'hartered by the Coftcreaa of
the U nitM Statea in 1160.
If you C'an apare the ti-.e.
you <'an Mt-ome a Girl Scout
Leader or Aaaiatant Leader_
Helpera wanted, too. 10 ftn4

out more , j ust mail thet'Oupon
below_ For quit'll information,
telephone your lOt' aI Girl Scout
Cou nt'il.

Mail this �oupon lor free lit•rature.
-------.
-r--------
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Without ublir:ation, p lu.e Hnd frH literatur. tetlin«
bt-t· nm4' a G i rl Srout Leader, Auiatanl or Helper.
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· BOY SGOUl CAMP MISTAKE N FOR 'E N EMY1
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DARMSTADT, West Germany (UPI)
Most of Munich's A m e r I c a n Boy Scout
Troop 21 were slumbering in their sleeping
hags when a star flare exploded overhead
and an M-16 automat!� rifle cut loose with
a frightening staccato.
Troop 21 was under night attack by a
U.S. Army unit that mis�rok the boys'
tents wr the bivouac of the "aggressors"
in a \, .if game.
"The boys were scared when they came
under attack, but once they knew what
had happened, they were full of bravado
and they hold no hard feelings against the
army," said Air Force M . Sgt. Larry

wet'kend campout near the IM River In
Bavaria.
"With most of the tired Boy Scouts
bedded down for the night, the muted
noises of the night forest were shattered
by the explosion of a star flare, followed
by the staccato of M-16 fire," Groth re
called.
"Helicopters, floodlights, and vehicles
approaching from all directions added to
the excitement,'' Groth went on. "There
were
some tense moments, while the
boys were rousted from their two-man
tents by soldiers in full battle dress."
Groth managed to get to the command-

Groth, scoutmaster of Troop 21.
"But, we feel it only fair that Troop 21
is reimbursed for the damage sustained,"
Groth said. "Two boxes of tarts were
t· ampled during the invasion. And there is
the matter of the large bill for cleanir.�
spots from the clothing and sleeping bags
of some of the younger scouts caused, no
doubt, by the shock and surprise of the·
attack."
In a letter to Stars and Stripes, the
soldier newspaper publishe1 here, Groth
said the incident occurred May 7. He added
details in a subsequent Interview.
Groth said he led 15 Boy Scouts on a

er of the 40 attacking soldiers to explain
that his
boys were ' ' friendlies" rather
than "aggressors." The commander or
dered "cease-fire," revealed the M-16 had
been firing only blanks, and apologized.
Groth said the officer was "very em
barrassed."
The officer had ordered the attack aft
er a soldier secretly observed the Boy
Scout camp for 20 minutes.
".But we had no camouflage," Groth
said. "We had had as · many as 1 1 fires
burning. We had civilian cars and blue
and yellow tents. We coul<l not have been
the (war games) aggressors."

Student Health Plan Available at GSU
under this plan are administered
by Blue Cross-Blue Shield. This
plan is intended to supplement
and complement services nor
mally ava ilable to students
through the University Health
Services in order that they may
be protected at times when this

All Governors State Unive rsity
stude nts who are carry ing
12
or more uni ts i n Block I or
6
or more units in Blocks II or
III a re provided a plan of Major
.
Medica l Coverage for a ccident or
illness . The services covered

service does not a pply and fo!' ac
cidents and illness which it does
n.:>t cover. The plan protects all
participating students worldwide
coverage twenty-four hours a day
effective from :
1. The day the student registers
for attendance and is assessed

the i nsurance fee or the opening
date of instruction, whichever is
later, for each Session a t the
University and continues through
the day following the opening
date of instruction for the next
session. 2. Insured full time
students who desire coverage and

Two Hours Max In Vis itors lot
Office available to be picked-up.
Tokens to be issued to unit upon
request on a Requisition Form,
signed by the Unit head. The cost
is 50 cents per token.
2. Unit Heads will be responsi
ble for issueing tokens to only
visitors or guests. No tokens may
be issued or used by university
staff, faculty, or students. 3.

to two ( 2 ) hours parking only. If
you are interested in purchasing
tokens the following hints may be
helpful. If there are questions call
Richard Struthers extension 2175
for help in making the necessary
arrangements the first time. It
will take about three days from
submission of the requisition to
have the tokens in the Cashier's

E ffective
November
1st,
:.niversity units may purchase
tokens which will be useable by
guests in pa rking lot 'D' ( furthest
west ) . Since lot 'D' is now free
entryay exit the tokens may be
issued either before the guests ar
rive or while they are here. Also,
effective November Ist the
VISITORS LOT will be restricted

i KNOW
flr(JNeV CANif
8UV HAPPiNeSS...

...

Tokens may be used in Lot 'D'
token boxes only. They will not
activate gates if used in coin
slots. 4. Unused tokens may be
returned by the requesting unit to
the Cashier for full credit to the
account originally charged. No
refunds will be made to in
dividuals. 5. Units requesting
m ore than fifth ( 50) tokens must
submit with the requisition, a
statement concerning why the
tokens are requested, how they
will be distributed and when they
will be used. 6. Any source of
funds may be used providing
such purchase is permissable
under the terms and conditions of
the finding agency. 7. Units
should request tokens only on an
as-needed basis. Because of their
value they should be trea ted as
cash with all necessa ry security
precautions taken.

do not enrou at the University fm
one trimester may obtain exten
sion of �overage for that session
at the regular cost by contacting
Health Services. 3. Students
entering Governors State Univer
sity for the first time and who
have bee n accepted for admis
sion will be covered from the
time they leave home for atten
dance at the University, not
however, more than 48 hours
prior to the date of their
scheduled arrival on campus.
Eligible dependents are the
lawful spouse of the insured stu
dent, and unmarried children of
the insured student, including
adopted children and step
children who depend upon the
student for support and domicile
with him in a regular parent
child relationship who a re over
the age of 14 days. Such persons
a re not eligible for insurance as
dependents if they a re eligible as
students, and in the event both
pa rents of any dependent child
are eligible for insurance as
students, then such child shall be
considered as a dependent of the
one parent only. All persons who
register for attendance as full
time students and a re assessed
the full registration fee by the
University a re eligible for
coverage hereunder.
Student . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.00
Spouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00
Dependent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10.00

AMERICAN NATIONAL.BANK
.......
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The Gary Tyler Story
was arrested for
disturbing the peace.
Police severely beat
Gary, trying to force
him to say he had seen
who fired the shot.
One of the deputies
who beat him was V.J.
St. Pierre, a cousin of
the dead youth. Gary
was later charged
with first-degree mur
der.
THE EVIDENCE

''It is not the chains
that bind our bodies
but the chains
that bind our minds"
from page one
st prisons in the coun
try, the Angola State
P e n i te n t i a ry
at
Angola . Until October
7, 1974, he was a
student at Destrehan
High School in St.
Charles Parish ( Coun
ty ) , Louisiana .
HOW GARY TYLER
WASFRAMED UP

Since 1968, white
resistance to school
desegregation in the
parish had often turned to violence. On
October 7, 1974, a
botand
brick
tlethrowing mob of
white youths and
adults surrounded the
Black students' school
bus as it left school .
Gary Tyler was on
that bus . THe Black
students saw a white
man in the mob with a
shotgun. They ducked
under the bus seats
for cover. A shot rang
out, and 13 year old
Timothy Weber, a
white student near the
bus, fell dead.
Police searched the
bus and its occupants
twice- for about
three hours. They for
ced the Black students
to lie on the ground
while being searched.
During a second sear
ch at the police
station,
fe m a l e
students were forced
to strip ; several male
students were beaten .
No one from the white
mob was arrested or
searched . .
Gary
Tyler
pol ice
p r o t e s t ed
harassment of his
cousin . For this, he

Only one witness
said she saw Gary
Tyler fire a gun :
Natalie Blanks, one of
65 students on the bus.
What about the
murder weapon ? The
. 45 which police claim
killedTimothy Weber
had disappeared from
a firing range used by
the police ! Bus driver
Ernest Cojoe is a 25
year veteran of the
U.S. Armed Services.
He testified that no
one could have fired a
. 45 from inside the
bus, that the sound
would have burs t
some one's eardrums.
Inside the bus, all witnesses agreed the shot
sounded like a fire
cracker.
No
fingerpr ints
were found on the gun.
The all-white jury
deliberated ·only two
hours before finding
Gary Tyler guilty of
first-degree murder.
Judge Marino handed
. down the mandatory
death sentence and
sent Gary Tyler to
Death Row.
THE TRIAL

Gary
Tyler's
original
a ttorney ,
Jack Williams, failed
to ask the judge to
move the trial out of
St . Charles Parish,
despi te
an
a t
mosphere of racist
hysteria , . including a
Ku Klux Klan Rally at
Destrehan
High
School the day after
Gary's arrest. Klan
leader David Duke
had
flown
into
Destreha n
from
Boston, where he had
been
i nvolved
in
racist opposition to
school busing.
An all-white jury
was chosen . Again
Williams made no
protest. Williams sub
poenaed
G a ry ' s
mothe r ,
J ua ni ta
Tyler, as a· defense

witness . But he never
called her to testify .
This
gave Judge
Ruche Marino an ex
cuse to exclude her
from the courtroom
during her son's trial .

chair. The state's Judge Marino's court
brief argues for the house at Hahnville to
convening of a special shoiw their support
jury that would have f o r G a r y .
Mrs .
no power to retry Juanita Tyler and
Gary Tyler, but could Terry Tyler have
only choose between a spoken about Gary in
death sentence and many cities. Gary's
NEW EVIDENCE
life imprisonment.
a nd
fri ends
J u a n i ta
Tyler
It is apparent that . c l a s s m a t e s
at
reta i ned
a
n e w the highest state of- D e s t r e h a n
High
lawy er, Jack Peebles , ficials have developed School have organized
to defend her son. In a plan to continue vic- t h e
Gary
Tyler
April, 1976, the state's timizing Gary Tyler. Freedom Fighters to
star witness, Natalie For the state attorney mobilize community
Blanks, testified at a general's office, the support for Gary.
hearing for a new trial Gary Tyler Case has
On July 24, 1976,
tha t
pol i c e
a n d become a symbol of m o r e t h a n 1 , 00 0
prosecutors . had for their campaign for peo:p le marched and
ced her to lie at the legalized murder.
rallied in New Orleans
trial, that in fact she
demanding Gary's
had not seen anyone T H E
T Y L E R freedom . The march
fire a gun. Natalie F A M I L Y
led
by
the
V I C - was
Blanks and another
TIMIZED
Freedom
Fighters
witness, Loretta Lon
The Tyler family and a contingent of 200
don Thomas, told the and other supporters people from the East,
court that police had of Gary have been the North and the
threatened to charge harrassed by police West into the Deep
them as accessories to and white racists . On South.
the murder unless March 27, 1976, white
This march showed
they testified against nightriders shot and the potential for a
Gary.
killed Richard Dunn, truly massive nation
Natalie
Blanks' a young Black man wide defense.
lawyer, Sylvia Taylor, who war returning
testified at the same from a fund-raising GARY NEEDS YOUR
hearing that Judge dance for Gary Tyler
HELP
a n d at Southern Univer
Mari no
Gary Tyler was just
Prosecu tors
L . J . sity in New Orleans.
trying to get his
Hymel and Norman
White
b i g o t s education . He became
Pitre had granted dressed in Ku Klux a victim of the racism
Natalie
immunity Klan
robes
have in our school system ,
from prosecution , in driven through the and was railroaded to
exchange for her trial Tylers ' community jail and threatened
testimony . They had and followed the Tyler with the electric
refused to put the im family .
chair.
munity in writing,
Gary's
brother,
G a ry ' s
m o t h er ,
Taylor said, in order Terry, 16, and a key Juanita Tyler, said it
to hide it from the d e f e n s e
w i t n ess , best at the July 24
jury.
Donald Files, were Rally : "What me and
Despite this over both arrested on a my family has been
whelming new eviden trumped-up charge of through for the last
ce of Gary 's in simple burglary. The two years have not
nocence,
J u d g e supposed burglary oc been easy for us.
Marino denied th e curred while Terry Please continue to
motion for a new trial. w a s
in
D e t r o i t stand by me and fight
Gary
has
been s p e a k i n g on h i s for Gary . . . Just like it
removed from Death brother's behalf at a was my son, it could
Row, but he remains public rally May 16. be any of your sons . "
�n jail, in the St. Marino, the same
We must redouble
James Parish Prison judge who tried Gary, our efforts to build the
at Convent, La .
set $5,000 bond each.
national support that
In
June
Judge will tell the Louisiana
Marino
held
another
authorities how deter
DEMAND FOR
A
brother,
Steven
Tyler,
mined the people are
NEW TRIAL
On November 10, on $2,700 bond on a to free Gary Tyler.
charge
of People must organize
1976, Gary's appeal phony
in every city coast to
for a new trial will be disturbing the peace.
''This
will
make
me
coast
. Funds must
heard before the
says
pour in to fight the
Louisiana Supreme fight harder, "
Court in New Orleans. Juanita Tyler of the legal battle in the
The U.S. Supreme attempts to intimidate co-urts.
C o u r t h a s r u l e d Gary's supporters.
•
Send
Louisiana ' s
ap
C ona nd
plication of the Death THE MOVEM ENT t r ib u t i o n s
for
I n
u n  TO FREE GARY R eq uests
Pena l ty
forma
tion
to:
GARY
constitutional . Yet six
TYLER
assistant state at
At the hearing for a TY LER DEFENSE
M rs .
torney generals have new trial, 400 people F U N D c / o
written a brief once from
Char l es Juanita Tyler, 736
St.
again
t hrea ten i ng Parish and around the Mockingbird La ne,
Gary with the electric country
to Destrehan, La . 70047.
came
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Baby illt'r
t•wnings,

wanted,

odd

pob'!ihility

trnd.

or

min.-.

�itting,

your

1\tonnet>

SM-5000 nt. 2 1 19 Joni

Sullit'.

hous.-

hours

of

The problems
people have

•

POSITION

OPENING,

Research

developing

managerial

l eadership,

and

administrative

skills? Please send qualifications to

FOR SAL E : 1974 Buick Century
Luxus, 350 V8. Automatic, power
steering, power brakes white
vinyl roof. Radio, hea r. Un
dercoating. Mileage less than
22,000 miles. Metallic blue. Call
563-8366 .

�

t"t>d Room mnt.-. 2 B D R I\ 1 . Ar)t.

Auistant

Dean

Cliff

Eagleton.

CHLD.
WANTED: A mature roommate to
live iD a large bouse iD Chicago
Heights. Split rent and c:osL Call

PRIVATE

and

minor

dis.,. h.,

7S4-S309.

mdrn. k itch, cat, dkrm.
gd.

�t.-r.-o.

1\tnlt•

traight, into tht•ntr.-. photn
Rt>nl
Gold

&

20

art.

1132.00. l ntt' r.-• tt'( l call Huh
328-11296 nr lt'aw not at (;Sl '

·nwatrt' offict'.

--- -----fOR SALE: 7S Mustang 4 speed
transmission excellent condition

good

milage

very

low

miles.

AMjJM stereo radio, ,3,000 or
your

reasonable

offer.

Call

339-2246 ask for Tony.

NOTICE

P osition

O peni ng:

Research Assistant
Would you be in
terested in developing
leadership, manageri
al and administrative
skills and need a job?
Please send your
q u a l i f i c a t i on s
to
Assistant Dean Cliff
Eagleton, CHLD.

t.

Di8C

or

arcue
7. Place for an

oui8
..tt.er

· I . No

what
14. Left
11. Old LIM
St.ete: abbr.
te. Pub pot.eble
17. Gratult7
11. S.. l

18. Haft dinner

!1.

Slq

21. Incot

U. c.no110ic,
11-ic, ete.
a Bad Naubelm
Ia one
!7. StadiUD at
......_

.. 8abpar itea :
lllaq

30.

Upset: 2 wda.
32. Welah river

DOWN

1 . Fair maiden
2. Put up witb
a. Near

84. Zodiac aicn
35. Part of a
fre.icht train
311. In _..,h of

4. Excl· mation

43. Jai. -, came
44. Nu
wltb
the foot
48. Ell:«llent
47. Pie plat.
48. Canine teeth
10. - in hand,

5. Informed
e. �..arp

pitchen
7. Embark :
! wtla.
8. W.W. 0 al
liaDce

9. Aware: alantr
10. Attelldlq

bumbly
51. Compau
point
52. Extra bed
61. Stint: alaq
15. Show lie.
Jl*a•: abbr.
·U. Guarantee to
prot.ct

11. Recount
12. Wonhipf11l
..,.
'1'0. Loelaidce'•
Kn. North

21. aa21. l(unidl'•

58. llapaine
head
eo. Bible Book
81. Expel

25.

atat.e: abbr.
lie too l :
a wda.

!7. Explode:
z wtla.
!t. llodenbt
11. Lep.e
aa. llaaon
81. P.U.. tnat
18. Poa-elu17. Fonoal pro
llibftlcn
u. I ,..., lone,
lone tl•e
40. N.,.._

TYPING

editing done. for info. c:all DoDDa

t i m.-�,

ACIOSS

7SS-266S.

nailablt· to shnrt•. R irhton S(f. Cpt ..
gd.

TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Rob·
ert Siegel of the Toledo Vjtal
Statistics Bureau often receiv
es odd requests from citizens.
Among recent ones:
One citizen asked the bureau
to ••write and let me know how
many times I have been mar·
tied and how many children I
have had and if I have �en
overseas or not."
And a woman describing
herself as a "poor soul trying
to make a living in this hard
world" requested two birth
certiftcates - one her true age
and another showing her to bt
10 years younger.

AuistanL Would you be interested
in

c
R
0
s
s
w
0
R
D
s

fOR SALE: New tire S.60 x 13
tubless W.W. (72 Datsun) Never on
the ground. Beat offer, c:all after six

41.
42.
46.
' 48.
·

Chicago State University's
Library has entered into a
reciprocal borrowing arrange
ment with five other universities.
Under this plan CSU students
may use their ID ca rds to borrow
books from DePaul, Roosevelt,
Governors State, Northeastern Il
linois and the Illinois Institute of
Technology.

apum
Pill with lOft
See 11-Down
- on, lndt.ed
"Secri11ce b
a - of bar

plnlnl"'
41. � (with)
U. - -de-uc
54. Swindle:
�
(ftl', ap.)
57. Cont�t:
ab!.tr.
u. As tar ..
Coplay N-• Semc:e
Reprinted from POCKET CROSSWORD PUZZLES w1th
the pennluion of Dell Publishing Co. • Inc:. Copynght o
11175 Dell Publishing Co. • Inc:. All rights ,..rved,

p.m. 928-3931.
fOR SALE: 197S Chevy Monu
2a2, very reasonable with extra's.

Phone 720-2432 after S:30.

Voted in for her contribution to the
art of good groom ing: a

Canadian

woman who claims that the excreme11t
WILL BABYSIT in my home Mon.

of a mynah bird has cleared up her

to Jri. Ask for Vivian experienced
and good to children. Part Forest

a

South area. Phone S34-9473.

dan dntff. The girl wa.s having lunch at
ten n is club w11t:n

a

111)'1/ah

bird

landed on her head a n d reliroed itself.

"I left it there," she said, "thinking it
had to ha11e some n utritional va.lue. I
rubbed it into my hair and let it dry

GSU classified usher Like New
Wurlitzer Console Piano For
Sale. $500 . 00 or best offer. Call
339-8218.

Roomma lt' " a nted: 25-35 .,.oman
with dt'an hnbil�. Burnha m O aks
534-50 00 t''l.l. 24 18. l\1s. \llt'n.

before washing it out. / gttess you could
call it a poop treatment.

0
,_

I SATISFA CTI ON GUA RAN TEE D
1 When you let us purchase your car
•
•

•
0
-

=

i

LEWI S AUTO PU RCHASI N G AGE N CY

CARS SOLD WITH MANUFACTU R E R S ' WAR RANTY & SERVICE G UARANTY
873-2675 - 431 E . 75t h ST R E ET - CH ICAGO, I LL. 606 1 9
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JOB MART

In

Business

E-HE-BC-32 - General

(Sales - Envolves a year and a half

Il

structor,

period professional training on a

tional

linois State Employment Office to

step by step schedule by an ex

responsibilities will 6e teaching

completed negotiations with the

perienced field manager training

introductory

involves

Job Bank.

general business courses and in

field

work,

sessions,

meetings

and

As of this writing, the Placem�nt

seminars, and a self study pro

Office will be receiving daily a sup

courses. Minimum requirements

gram. Should have a degree and

pressed

experience

.

l i s t i ng

of

in

education

or

available positions that have been

social

listed with the Illinois State E mploy

typical

ment Service. There are approximate

S1 S,47S. A typical second year

ly

income

two hundred listings daily (not

service
first

title,

description

of

duties,

Sillary

range, qualifications and reference
number. If a position is of interest,
copy the reference number, page no.
and

date.

of

the

microfiche.

The

Placement Office will provide you
with information on how to apply for
these positions.
This will not supercede any of the
normal activities of the Placement
Office.

Positions

that

have

been

l isted with us will still be posted on
the

bulletin

boards

and

the

IN

NOVATOR.
Please contact the Placement Of
fice for further information on how

this new service can be of assistance
to you.
B-Sales-BC-3 - Part or Full time Sales.
A four-phase Training Program
a) C lassroom, b) Field Training. c)
Sales meetings and seminars, d)
Self Study Program. Sales person
will

receive

calls

and

referrals,
personal

service
contacts.

Unlimited earning power, Health
Care

Plan,

surance,

Automobile

Life

and

in

Accidential

death and dismemberment in
surance

and

scholarship

pro

gram.
B-Sales-BC-5 - Part Time Mgmt. Sales 
Retail - Background in

Retail

Sales.
B-Mgmt-SC-5 - Senior Buyer for pur
chasing department - directly in
volved

in

the

purchasing

for

plant with a yearly total in excess
of

$5,000,000 - scheduling of pur

chasing with manufacturing to
help control inventory and to
meet shipping schedules; assist
purchasing agent in forecastin&
plant requirement for long lead
vendor

evaluate

time;

c a p a b i l i ties

and

determine

suitable suppliers; develop new
sources for materials, negotiate
prices

with

vendors,

etc.

and

assist purchasing agent in overall
operation

of

the

dept.

Re

quirements: High school degree;
purchasing background and ex
perience essential; knowledge of
manufacturing processes, inven
tory

control

and

material

management systems desirable.
B-Mgmt-SC-6 -

General

Clerk

II

-

Work directly for the Material
Services Section checking pro
duction and/or shipping orders
to see when they can be issued.
Working very closely with the
stockroom

to

monitor

parts

needed. E xpediting thru various
sections of the shop to assure
proper
assist

flow

of

materials

material

and

manager

as

directed. High school graduate;
good

math

necessary

background

a nd

a lso

some

know ledge of blueprints or bill
of materials.
. B-Mgmt-BC-7 - Management Trainee ·
Will intern one to three months
in merchandising. then move to
area manager and manage bet
ween 2 and 8 depar tments. After
one yeu, manage either more
departments or an entire store.
Starting salary

E-E1-SC-1S

$8,000 to $10,000.

Must send a resume.

income

-

7th

in

the

level

I

ISCS

Science Program is preferred.
Speech

High

teacher,

lill nguage

Must

have a

and

Arts

minimum of

18

year,

but

does

anticipate

a

cies based on occurrences dur
the

past

district

is

few

years.

taking

This

Art,

Business

applications
Ed.,

Work,

Counseling.

Special

Ed.

(K-12)

in

.

$9,000 - $16,000l Possible

E-HE-SC-29 - Instructor of Accounting
- Master's required. Additional

is

certification
Minimum

salary

$10,000 for 9 months. Desire a
person

who has

orientation

�

toward the managerial areas of
accounting

-

control-but

still

budgeting.

cost,

interested

in

teaching the basic accounting
courses.

Application

1 1 · 1 5-76.

�

deadline
IN

LOCA T E D

MISSO U R I .
E-HE-BC-30

-

primary

English

Instructor

teaching

·

assignments

will require expertise in written

:
•
e
•

and oral communications skills
for career program students in
forestry,

mmmg,

automotive

technology, and nursing. Possible related teaching assignments
P h i losophy,

Speech,

e
e

•
:
•
•
•
::���; :: :!� :: �: :�:h •:
I
•
1 1-1 5-76.
:
Reading,

Education,

French,

Spanish, Art, Music, Theater, or
literature.

E nglish

Master's Degree

with

an

in

emphasis

on

communication

and

skills.

developmental

and/or

learning.

learning

Persons

ou

with

efe

m

n

ra

education, experience. App ication Deadline

E-HE-BC-31

-

B iology

Instructor

·

Teach a full schedule of General
B iology
te ching

and

Eocology.

load

may

courses scheduled

A

e
e
e

full

include

during both

day and evening hours on the
main campus or
centers.

at

Masters

e.tension

Degree

in

B iology o r Zoology; One year
secondary and/or post secondary
coursework

in

the

areas

of

Microbiology, Botany and Field
Biology would be desirable. Hiring � ange:

•

•e
•
•
e
e
e

•
..
•
s1 1 , 2oo
s14,ns. •
:•
1 1 -19-76.

level teaching experience; and

.

Starting date January 1 2, 1977.
A pplication Deadline

department.

arts. Professional background
recognition

in

creative

tion

in

an

art

•

work,

administra

related

field.

institution of higher learning is
preferred.

Administration

ing techniques, evidence of suc

Preferred abilities must include

cessful teaching experience, and

an experience or demonstrated

production/ex

established

in

located

record.

ability

in

administering

a

Department of Art at a U niversi·
ty level. located in Michigan.

•

H U M A N SERVICES

STAFFING PERSON

social

and

emotional ad

using

psychometric

situational

assessments

H S-CO U N -CT-5

·

COOR D I N ATOR

OF HOMEMAKER PROGRAM ·
S u pe r v i sing
homemakers.

t r a i n ing

and

Assessing

home

situations to determi11e needs.

supervise an assistant and par

Some counseling skills needed.

ticipate

in

Home

staffing.

Bachelors

interdisciplinarian
degree

re

SPEE C H
THERAPIST

AND
•

for

Economics

background

preferred.
H S-SW-SC-5

•

V O L U N T E E R COOR·

D I N A TOR to work with mothers
incacerated in the Cook County
House of Corrections. Position is
offered at a part-time rate of
three days a week and is stipend
rather than ul;uied.

.......... .

....

.._...
..

....

SC IENCE
5- N U R S-BC-2 · PSYC H I A T R IC N U RSE
needed in a community mental
health center, function as liaison
to state and private psychiatric
hospitals to coordinate follow
up of after clients. Function as
spychotherapist

with

aftercare

clients in individual and group
modalities. Administer medica
tion

to

prolixin

patients.

MA

preferred,

B ac h elor

level

preparation

considered.

Half

time position, mostly daytime,
some

evenings.

Date

Open

1 1 -1 6-76.
MISCELLANEOUS
M-PT-LF-24 - TUTORS · local Com
munity College - upper division
student, BA or MA. Able to tutor
up to

10 hours per week i n Data

Processing.

or

Physics.

Work

study and non work-study accep
table. Hourly rate negotiable.
M - PT-SC-25

Jr.

•

H IG H

GROUP

L E A D E R - women only. Salary
$2.75 per hour.

five

to eight

hours per week.
M-PT-SC-27

-

TIVITIES

CLUB

HOUSE

AC·

COO R D I NATOR

wanted to develop and supervise
young boys and girls in basket
ball, volleyball, table tennis and
other

games

attending

on

a

drop-in basis at a private club
house. HOURS: Monday through
Friday 4 p.m. -

8 p.m. and Satur

days Noon - 4 p.m. Would prefer
someone athletically inclined.
M-Ml-BC-6 . Various positions with
bra nches

of

Metropolitan

the

YMCA

C hicago

•

of

some

professional, some clerical.

F O R A N A LT E R N A TI V E

TO B I G C A R E X P E N S E ?
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mOTO RS
Rt 54 & U S 30
m Qtt eson t 1 L
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e
.e

might include one of the followi ng:

the

cy in on-and-off the loom weav

•
•
:

educ�tion, work experience or
desirable.

of

.....

..

r ··· ·LOOK i··N·G·····!

H.S.

2nd srade Nov.-Dec.

professional

develop

Teaching . At least twelve years

Must reside in Will County.

Math, Elem. Art, Jr.-Hi. English
sa lary

curriculum

R equirements include proficien

LANGUAGE

E-SEC-SC-3 - Teacher. May be open
February

Community

three to five year old children.

and other areas.
ings end of

1 1 -1 5-76

E -O ther-SC-6

&

planning,

scholarly work, or

Range $9,000 • $10,000.

English,

G u idance

Application

Psych. or related field. Salary

Music, Science, Social Science,
Social

1-1G-77.

quired, working towards MA i n

N ow for next year for teachers
in:

$11,100. Starting

and work samples. Write reports,

limited number of such vacan

budget,

of successful classroom teaching

tests,

vacancies for the 1 977-78 school

scheduling,

and/or administration in art at an

justments

teaching

teaching,

Qualifications: M.F.A. preferred.

and

E-SEC-SC-2 - H igh School district does
specific

scale

would evaluate work potential

tification. Send resume.
have

is

E-Other-SC-5

and proper State of Illinois cer

and

meetings,

ment, and representing the im

Michigan.

semester hours i n subject area

not

Salary

experience.

hibition

teacher.

Committee

•

an

Jr.

Executive

doctorate in a field of the visual

with

E-HE-BC-33 - Weaving and Fiber

E-E1-SC-16 - Joliet Public Schools · Jr.
High

and/or

College located in Michigan.

benefits. A person who has been
trained

the

departmental

education

Deadline

1 un

involving

age

and

til June 9, B.S. $9,775 plus fringe

duties

Qualifications: An M . F . A . o r a

commensurate

Science

the
Ad-

and/or work experience. Salary

date

Grade

for

A rt .

equivalent technical education

beginning at

Teacher to start December

ing

BUSIN ESS

year

A

EDUCATION

from the day before), mostly profes
The positions will be listed with job

helpful.

$19, 550.

necessa r ily all positions will differ
sional positions.

is

Degree

Master's

A

of

faculty administration, chairing

processing

data

troductory

Chairperson

ministrative

advanced

and

-

Department

primary

Education

portunities to G . S. U . students via the

classroom

E-HE-BC-34

Occupa

of

Division

provide additional employment op

microfiche

.

.

.

.

B-Mgmt-BC-9 - Management Trainee

The Placement Office has recently

•

Governors Sta• Un� Park Forest South, I llinois 60466

. .. . ........................................................................................................-...................._ .... ............. ........................ ............ .............
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GOVERNORS STATE UNIVE RSITY ·
presents
THE MOTI ON PICTURE FUN FESTIVAL
MOVIES·! . MOVIES !
MOVIES !
OVER SIX HOURS OF FUN FILMS WITH
. SUCH STARS AS :
Frankenstein !
Three Stooges !
Marx Brothers !
Dracula !
W. C . Fields !
Wolfman !
Charlie Chaplin !
La�rel & Hardy !
RoadRunner CartoonsAbbott and Costello-!
B ugs
B unny
Cartoons !
Woody Woodpecker !
Daffy Duck Cartoons !
Flints tones !
IN GLORIOUS CINERAMA !
Fun For the Whole Family
AT : GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY
GYM
NOVEMBER 12, 1 976
6 : 00 p . m .

·

.

·

Adults $2 . 00
Students & Children $1 . 00
Children under 5 - FREE
·

Come on and Laugh It Up ! !
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